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2.1. Message from the Chairman

ENABLING OUR VISION OF AFFORDABLE
HEALTHCARE
In our first year of operations, our focus was on building platforms
for the acquisition and consolidation of independently run
hospitals to create economies of scale and extract efficiencies.
The manifestation of this has seen us invest in infrastructure and
support a number of groups, making us a catalyst of change in the
healthcare industry. Therefore, the consolidation of key platforms
and operators within the healthcare system remains an important
pillar of our strategy.
In the current financial year, the team has continued to grow our
infrastructure portfolio by increasing the number of beds from zero
at listing to eight hundred and fifty-five (855) as of May 30th 2019,
building our platform into one with a national footprint.

However, creating a consolidated hospital infrastructure portfolio
alone does not, in and of itself, deliver affordable healthcare – an
integrated approach to healthcare provision and a supportive policy
environment are necessary and vital components to achieve our
mandate. In this regard, management has started to activate the
second pillar of our strategy – which is the provision of affordable
health insurance products to increase access to the RH Bophelo
infrastructure and thus healthcare services. The medical aid
population in South Africa has been relatively stagnant at 16%
penetration or 9 million members. This low penetration rate and the
fact that a significant number of South Africans are starting to find
medical aid cover unaffordable are critical indicators of the need for
an affordable alternative.
As we build out our hospital platforms, and continue the
development of the RH Bophelo footprint, we have doubled down on
deepening our management expertise by integrating our external
hospital managers and capabilities with those of our internal ones.
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As we seek to drive synergies (as per our pre-listing statement)
in our hospitals, we have begun the process of the integration of a
group-wide healthcare IT platform, the invigoration of our nurses
training college (including a hospital manager training program),
and a project that will see us become energy self-sufficient, utilising
renewable energy to power our hospitals. Additional details on our
integrated model and verticalization driven by our infrastructure for
affordable healthcare provision are covered in the CEO’s report.

SHAREHOLDER SUPPORT
Our focus as a Company is to create sustainable value for the
shareholders while simultaneously having a positive impact
on society through the provision of affordable healthcare. As a
platform, we offer investors direct access to impact investments
in the healthcare sector. We have delivered a strong set of results earnings per share increase of 63% in the year under review – while
having a positive impact on the societies in which we operate. The
details on the overall financial performance of the Company and the
outlook are covered in the financial statements.
As RH Bophelo’s deal pipeline is robust, the Board has
identified the need to raise additional funding. Our capital
raise will focus on diversifying the investor base, while also
bringing on board institutional investors with an appetite for
positive impact investments.

KEY GOVERNANCE DEVELOPMENTS

The Board oversees and monitors on an ongoing basis how the
consequences of the Company’s activities and outputs affect its
status as a responsible corporate citizen. Our stakeholder relations
policy encourages the principles of transparency and active
listening. Our stakeholder engagement plan takes cognisance of
our stakeholders in the business and activities of the Company that
enable us to forge relations based on trust.
We continue to strive for an independent, experienced and
transformed Board structure that will lead the Company, ethically
and effectively, towards our vision of affordable healthcare provision.
We will continue to adjust, manage and measure our performance
with reference to the principles set out in King IV.

MANAGEMENT AND BOARD APPRECIATION
The Company is squarely on its way to realising its vision of affordable
quality healthcare services. Such a strong start was made possible by
the dedicated, driven and quick-witted leadership of RH Bophelo led
by CEO Quinton Zunga, and the support of his courageous executive
team, which includes CIO Colin Clarke, CFO Dion Mhlaba, and
Investment Director Vuyo Nomvalo, to name a few.
The value of the Company’s Board members and its committees
support over the last two years cannot be overstated. They took total
charge of Company compliance and provided much-needed counsel
and structure to operations. They remain committed to the corporate
culture and to helping navigate the intricacies of an evolving
healthcare sector and the habits of consumers.

Our commitment to best practice governance is fundamental to our
business. The Board takes collective responsibility for its governance
role and recognises that the execution thereof allows for an ethically
run company.
The Board’s role and responsibilities, and the way that it executes
its duties and decision-making, are documented and set out in the
Board charter, which has been adopted by the Board. The provisions
governing the relationship between the Board and its sub-committees
are contained in the various sub-committee charters.
During the 2019 financial year, the board applied various principles
of good governance in order to enable and support the Company’s
value creation process. Appropriate governance policies and
frameworks were developed to ensure that the Company adheres to
the required governance standards as regulated by King IV. These
are detailed in the governance section of the integrated report.

John Oliphant (Chairman)
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2.2 Report from the Chief Executive Officer
three (3) majority owned (St. Helena Private Hospital, Fountain
Private Hospital, and Fochville Private Hospital) through our holding
in AHC and one (1) minority owned (Rondebosch Medical Centre),
but has seen its hospital management capabilities progress from
strength to strength with the integration of its internal and external
hospital management teams.
We have established partnerships that are designed to enhance
both our operations and cement ourselves as the go-to entity
with respect to the building of partnerships intended to support
emerging hospital groups and managers as well as assisting in the
transformation of the South African healthcare landscape.
The synergies that we see going forward are to be found with
respect to the execution of our mandate and as set out in the
investment statement, which are to be found in extracting
operational efficiencies from our portfolio of assets, while increasing
traffic to our infrastructure through the creation of health insurance
products at price points meant to spread the healthcare franchise to
both those looking for value for money as well as those who are first
time entrants into the health insurance market.

We have maintained momentum in the past financial year by
creating value from our assets under management. RH Bophelo
recorded a 31% increase in the valuation of its investments and the
value of its portfolio has grown by 10% since inception. We have
added three (3) more hospitals to our portfolio: (i) Fauchard Day
Clinic; (ii) Bell Hospital; and (iii) Medicare Hospital Rustenburg, with
a total of 208 beds. These acquisitions were made in line with our
mandate and our stated goals as per our investment strategy.
These investments were additionally punctuated by our purchase of
a sixty (60%) percent shareholding in Wesmart Financial Services
Proprietary Limited (Wesmart). The acquisition of Wesmart, a health
insurance underwriting agency, will allow us to offer affordable
healthcare insurance products to the people of South Africa and, in
so doing, deliver a viable means of access to RH Bophelo’s growing
portfolio of hospital infrastructure.
RH Bophelo has not only grown in terms of its portfolio acquisitions,
now at Four (4) wholly owned (Medicare Private Hospital, RH Bell
Hospital, RH Fauchard Hospital and Vryburg Private Hospital),

The strategy for RH Bophelo is established through a process that
includes consultation between the transactors, external discussions
with healthcare experts, as well as investment committee and
Board interactions. Formally, once a year, we convene a strategy
session to ascertain those elements of our business plan that have
yielded results and those that require tweaking. The execution of
strategy is left to the fund management team guided by the “C”
level executives who are mandated to seek out, execute and drive
earnings from investments.
In the next financial year, we will continue to grow through our
innovative products that will enhance our healthcare business offering.
By combining intensified capacity expansion with accelerated
operational efforts and continuous efficiency improvements in our
hospitals, we will strengthen our pursuit of becoming the leading
provider of affordable and quality healthcare to all.

Quinton Zunga (Chief Excutive Officer)
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2.3 Highlights from the Chief Financial Officer
diversification plans. We believe that in the next 3 to 4 years time, the
story and strategy will be much clearer, supported by proven cashflows.
Although, the Company traded for a full year in the previous year, it
still made it difficult for us to make reliable comparables with the
current year, because of the acquisitions of three (3) assets. In 2019/20
financial year, the Company’s portfolio would have materially increased,
again making it difficult for investors and valuers to reliably measure the
value of our assets or the Company.
Key judgements and estimates on the preparation of the financial
statements were that of the valuation of the investments, including
the application of the terminal value, Weighted Average Cost of
Capital (WACC) and EBITDA multiple.
In addition, the Board has been concerned about the lack of liquidity
or low liquidity of the RH Bophelo’s shares, as the price per share
for RH Bophelo is sometimes triggered by a trade of less than R1
000, approximately +/- 0,0002% of the Company. This can cause a
risk of share manipulation. The reasons for the lack of liquidity can
be attributed to the size, investor concertation, low retail books and
investors that are tightly holding onto the shares.
The Board has requested management to start with a capital raising
process, where we can attract new investors to the group, pension
funds, hedge funds, retail clients and etc.
Liquidity and solvency, the Company and its subsidiaries, were all
assessed to be solvent and liquid, with access or sizeable cash and
cash equivalents in the businesses.
It is my pleasure to present the annual financial report for RH
Bophelo for fiscal year ended 28 February, 2019.
It was 22 months ago when a vision was decussated by the
inadequate healthcare services to a majority of South African, plus
the ever increasing burden to government to provide healthcare
to over 84% of the population, whilst the private sector has been
comfortable for only being responsible for a mere 16% of the
population. As a responsible Company, we have taken on this gigantic
task of building a company that will see the migration of those that
are working but not insured and those that don’t earn enough to be
serviced by the private sector.
The Company has already taken steps towards the realisation of its
vision of quality healthcare, affordable, access (geographical spread)
and transformation. This process will entail the Company actively
acquiring businesses that are in line with its mission statement.
For the 28 February 2019, the Company continued on its focus to
aggressively expand its healthcare portfolio, whilst finance making
sure that the businesses are integrated properly, processes factors
through the respective boards and risk management.
Based on the Company’s exponential growth and strategy, it has proved
difficult for valuers and auditors to reliably arrive at reliable cashflows
that reflects the plans by management inline with its expansion and

IFRS application, basis of application and Accounting for investments;
Subsidiaries and associates are classified as Investment Entities
under IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements. Investment
Entities are exempt from consolidation and measured at fair
value through profit and loss in terms of IFRS 9. Changes in fair
value, primarily driven by revaluation of portfolio investments, are
recognised in profit and loss in the period of change.
The introduction of new standards such as IFRS 9 and 15, was found
not to be material to the Company.
Overall Results
Refer to page 8 for the financial overview and pages 70 to 98 the
financial statements.
Debt Obligations
The Company did not have any debt obligations.

		

Dion Mhlaba (Financial Director)
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2.4 Investment Portfolio
INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS

01

AFRICA
HEALTHCARE

On 3 May 2018, RH Bophelo successfully acquired a 60% equity
holding in AHC. AHC was established in 2014 as a medical operating,
management, services and facilities entity. It is strategically
underpinned by management with extensive hospital operating
expertise. AHC currently owns and operates a number of different
hospital facilities.

Deal Rationale
The AHC acquisition has enabled RH Bophelo to offer
administration, commissioning, management and/or hospital
infrastructure assets.

Deal Metrics
AHC owns and operates 3 hospitals and holds management
contracts for 3 hospitals.
AHC’s primary divisions are:
Hospitals;
Pharmacy;
Complete facilities management;
Emergency services; and
Nursing college.
Acquisition was for 60% of the equity in AHC for R62.5 million.
(R50 million in cash and R12.5 million in new shares issued at
RH Bophelo’s 30-day VWAP).
	In addition, the shareholders of AHC have received an ‘agterskot’
payment (in new RH Bophelo ‘A’ Ordinary Shares) after
31 March 2019, based on the performance of AHC Nursing College.

Purchase consideration represents a 6.6x (EV/EBITDA historic),
a 3.2x (EV/EBITDA forward) and a 29.7% discount to the
independent valuation performed by BDO South Africa
Proprietary Limited.
The AHC acquisition will enable RH Bophelo to address
administration, commissioning, management and/or hospital
infrastructure assets.

Current Year Performance
Total revenue effectively (annualised) increased year on year by
6% to R234,9 million
EBITDA increased year on year by 21% to R21 million
Earnings increased year on year by 35% to R11,2 million
Owned beds increased by 37 to a total of 331 beds
	The valuation indicated a fair value increase of R33 million (53%);
The Company reported an increased valuation to R95,5 million
(Cost: R62,5 million) in the current year.
a) Hospitals owned by Africa Health Care
St Helena Private Hospital in Welkom, Free State (131 beds)
The hospital is licensed for medical and surgical procedures
(including plastic surgery) and has units for infectious diseases,
intensive care, high care and 24-hour accident and trauma.
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Fountain Private Hospital in Carletonville, Gauteng (163 beds)
This facility offers a comprehensive suite of specialists and
diagnostic services, including general surgeons, orthopedic
surgeons, physicians, radiologists, pathologists, a psychologist, an
audiologist, a dietician and an optometrist. The hospital also offers
intensive care and high care units.
Fochville Private Hospital in Carletonville, Gauteng (37 beds)
This facility includes 24 medical beds, 6 paediatric beds, and 7
maternity beds. The facility also has a frail care unit. Fochville Private
Hospital accepts all medical aids and caters to private patients.
b) Hospitals managed by Africa Health Care
Rand Mutual Assurance Care Facility (RMA) in Welkom,
Free State (120 beds)
AHC is appointed to manage the RMA Care Facility in Welkom.
Operational since March 2016, the RMA Care Facility operates 120
beds as a custodial and care centre for pensioners and beneficiaries
with occupational injuries. AHC manages the care facility on a
contract basis. The Company employs all nursing and service-related
staff and provides the following services through complete facilities
management: custodial care, cleaning, laundry, security, catering,
grounds, maintenance, waste, IT and administrative support.

02

VRYBURG PRIVATE
HOSPITAL
North West

On 3 May 2018, RH Bophelo successfully acquired VPH. The acquisition
entailed a 76% equity holding in a newly formed holding company
(VPH HoldCo) that enabled RH Bophelo to acquire three entities that
together operate as a unit referred to as Vryburg Private Hospital: VPH
Equipment Trust, VPH Property Trust and VPH Hospital Trust.
Currently, Vryburg Hospital has 18 doctors, 44 licensed beds (application
to extend by 11 beds), 2 operating theatres and one baby delivery room.

Deal Rationale

Kiaat Private Hospital in Nelspruit, Mpumalanga (115 beds)
Kiaat offers an array of medical services: radiology, pathology,
pharmaceutical, surgical care, medical care, intensive care, paediatric
care, orthotic and prosthetic care, mother and child care, neonatal
intensive care, 24-hour emergency care, occupational health
screening, short stay care and day surgery.

It is the only hospital within a 150km radius in the community. The
acquisition presents an opportunity for RH Bophelo to leverage its
experience to gain operating efficiencies in a 44-bed hospital. The
investment will improve the hospital’s quality, capacity and service
offering and, as a result, residents will have access to more affordable,
quality healthcare – as set out in RH Bophelo’s mandate.

Vryburg Private Hospital in Vryburg, North West (44 beds)

Deal Metrics

Vryburg Private Hospital has 18 doctors, 44 licensed beds
(application to extend by 11 beds), 2 operating theatres and one
baby delivery room.
c) Other Services
AHC also owns the Africa Health Care Nursing College, ideally
located onsite at the Fountain Private Hospital in Carletonville. The
Africa Health Care Nursing College is an institution of higher learning
accredited by the Department of Higher Education and Training
(DHET) and registered with the South African Nursing Council
(SANC). It boasts a heritage of over 60 years of training high-calibre
students trained by a team of qualified and experienced educators
and facilitators. At present, the college has over 200 students in its
system; and this number is growing every year.
AHC furthermore provides pharmaceutical services, emergency
services (private ambulances) in Welkom and Carletonville, and
complete facilities management services to all other divisions of AHC.

18 doctors, 44 licensed beds (application to extend by 5), two
operating theatres and one baby delivery room designed around a
central nursing station.
Acquisition is for 76% of the equity in VPH HoldCo for
R24.3 million.
Purchase consideration represents a 8.2x (P/E) historic, a 3.4x
P/E forward and a 11.4% discount to the independent medium case
valuation performed by EY.

Current Year Performance
Total revenue increased year on year by 28%.
The valuation indicated a fair value increase of R2,8 million (12%).
	The Company reported an increased valuation to R27,1 million
(Cost: R24,3 million) in the current year.
	Human resource: Changes in management, culture adjustments
for staff and a new operator.
	Operations: Upgrades of billing systems, equipment, computers
and materials.
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03

RONDEBOSCH
MEDICAL CENTRE
Cape Town

On 30 June 2018, RH Bophelo successfully acquired 30% of RMC,
underpinned by an option to increase by 21%. RMC is an acute 123bed independent private hospital (with the capacity and potential
to reach above 200 beds) conveniently located on Klipfontein Road,
opposite the Red Cross Children’s Hospital, in Rondebosch,
Cape Town. RMC was officially established in 2011 after converting
an existing 27-bed and 4-theatre day hospital licence into an acute
licence and moving the longstanding practice, which was originally
established in the late 1980s and has been operating since then, to
Rondebosch. RMC has grown incrementally with limited capital and
the founders have successfully applied to the Department of Health
(DoH) for an increase in beds over the years.

Deal Rationale
RMC offers quick access into the Cape Town metropolis, which is
generally prohibitive due to its cost of entry. The acquisition presents
RH Bophelo with an opportunity for entry into a growing market
at an attractive price per bed. RMC is well positioned to cater to
a wide array of income groups, including those from a previously
disadvantaged population.
RMC represents a facility and doctors who are trusted in the community,
ensuring a loyal patient base. It will serve as RH Bophelo’s launch pad
into the greater Cape Town community and provides the ability to
move from a minority shareholding to a majority shareholding position
in 4 years, and the capacity and potential to establish new units and
increase from 123 beds to more than 200 beds.

Deal Metrics
Acquisition for 30% with an option for 21% in 4 years’ time for an equity
cheque of R0.2 million and a shareholder loan of R49.8 million.

Current Year Performance
Total revenue decreased year on year by 5% to R100,8 million.
EBITDA decreased year on year by 244% to a negative R8,6 million.
RH Bophelo’s 30% investment, resulted in a decrease of 30%, the
valuation in RMC reduced to R35 million (Cost: R50 million) in
the current year. The Company has an option to acquire 21% of the
business in 3 years, the option was valued at R1.

Response to the Weak Performance
	The hospital commissioned a hematology unit in January 2019.
The unit will contribute to at least 20% of revenue in the hospital
going forward.
	Negotiations with key medical aids for the hospital to be included
on the network options.
	Hospital renovations to be concluded in August 2019.
	Investigation on commissioning incorporating day hospital beds.
	Business remained with a strong net-working capital of
R36 million, which include a positive bank balance of R34 million.

04

RH FAUCHARD
HOSPITAL
Krugersdorp

Ideally situated in Roodepoort on the West Rand, RH Fauchard
Hospital is a 16-bed day hospital facility serving as a test-bed for our
day hospital offerings.

Deal Rationale
Discovery Health has moved in excess of 2 000 procedures to day
hospitals and we anticipate that other medical aids will follow suit.

Deal Metrics
	Legal documentation was executed in October 2018.
	Acquired 100% of Fauchard Hospital for R25 million.
	The property will be upgraded in order to attract more doctors.
	The transaction was not publicly announced as it was not
deemed material.
	The transaction had not met all CPs by the date of this report.
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05

MEDICARE PRIVATE
HOSPITAL
Rustenburg

Medicare is an acute 117-bed independent private hospital
conveniently positioned in Rustenburg; there is further opportunity
to expand the 4th floor by an additional 30 to 60 beds. It was
officially established in 2009 and began as a 36-bed sub-acute
hospital and has subsequently grown incrementally, with the
founders having successfully applied to the DoH for an increase in
beds over the years, resulting in Medicare becoming an established
acute facility in the North West Province.
Medicare currently offers the following services
(including the number of beds):
24/7 casualty unit;
On-site laboratories and pharmacy;
Chronic and renal dialysis unit;
Major theatres: 3;
Delivery rooms: 2;
Emergency room;
General medical and surgical unit: 65 beds;
Paediatric Unit: 7 beds;
Paediatric Hi-care Unit: 1 bed;
Paediatric ICU Unit: 3 beds;
Neonatal intensive care unit: 6 beds;
Maternity unit: 10 beds;
Intensive care unit: 11 beds; and
High care unit: 7 beds.

Deal Rationale
The acquisition represents a strategic opportunity for RH Bophelo
to acquire a controlling stake in an acute urban hospital, servicing
a strategic region in the North West Province and further expand
the reach of the RH Bophelo network of hospitals. Furthermore, the
acquisition provides RH Bophelo with, inter alia, the following:

	Quick access into an established facility with doctors who are
trusted in the community, ensuring a loyal patient base;
	The investment will improve the hospital’s quality, capacity and
service offering, and in so doing the residents’ ability to access
quality healthcare as set out in RH Bophelo’s mandate;
	Entry into a growing market at an attractive price per bed;
	Medicare is well positioned to cater to a wide array of income
groups and their main source of revenue comes from medically
insured patients;
	Medicare will serve as a further reach into the greater North
West community;
	Opportunity to invest alongside doctors who have a strong
patient base in the Rustenburg area and are incentivised to grow
the hospital; and
	Combined with RH Bophelo’s previous acquisitions, RH Bophelo
believes that it will be able to extract efficiencies from the
operation, leading to additional cost savings and earnings growth.

Deal Metrics
	RH Bophelo acquired 51% of the operating entity for
R57.0 million (purchase settled through cash and issue of
2.5million RH Bophelo shares at 30-day VWAP), which equates
to a P/E of 7.8x (FY19 forward).
	Acquired 50.1% of the property entity for R92.7 million (purchase
settled through cash and debt), which equates to a yield of 10.5%.
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06

RH BELL
HOSPITAL
Krugersdorp

RH Bell Hospital is a 31-bed private psychiatric hospital situated in
Krugersdorp. It was founded in 1994 as a fully acute care facility and
was acquired by Netcare in 2004. After the acquisition by Netcare,
Bell hospital was converted to a specialist psychiatric hospital.
While it is a specialist psychiatric hospital, it also offers the
following services:
Independent radiology services;
General practitioner services;
Dental services;
Dermatology;
Ear, nose and throat services (ENT); and
Orthopaedic services.

Deal Rationale
The acquisition represents a strategic opportunity for RH Bophelo to
acquire a 100% stake in a psychiatric facility servicing Johannesburg
and enables RH Bophelo to further expand the reach of its hospital
network. Furthermore, the acquisition provides RH Bophelo with,
inter alia, the following:
	Quick access into an established facility that has a solid
foundation and has referring psychiatric doctors already
associated with the hospital;
	The investment will improve the hospital’s quality, capacity and
service offering, and in so doing the residents’ ability to access
quality healthcare as set out in RH Bophelo’s mandate;

	An opportunity to invest alongside doctors who have a strong
patient base in the Krugersdorp area and are incentivised to grow
the hospital; and
	Combined with RH Bophelo’s previous acquisitions, RH Bophelo
believes that it will be able to extract efficiencies from the
operation, leading to additional cost savings and earnings growth.

Deal Metrics
The Company acquired the hospital for R55.2 million
The acquisition was for 100% of
Equipment for R1.6 million; and
Property for R53.6 million.
Assets represent a historic P/E of 2.3x.
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INVESTMENTS IN FINANCIAL SERVICES

07

WESMART FINANCIAL AND ADMINISTRATION
SOLUTIONS (WESMART)

On 30 April 2019, the Company subscribed to 60% of Wesmart
Financial and Administration Solutions Proprietary Limited
through its wholly owned subsidiary RH Financial Services for a
total cash consideration of R2,75 million and corporate guarantee
of R3 million. Wesmart is registered as an authorised Financial
Services Provider, (FSP: 45769) and has received exemption
in terms of the Demarcation Regulations from the Council for
Medical Schemes (CMS) under exemption number DM1122.
Wesmart provides both “off the shelf” and tailor-made solutions to
corporate employers who are looking to provide both primary and
tertiary healthcare benefits to their employees.

08

Deal Rationale
Our strategic rationale for purchasing Wesmart is to provide
coverage to the working uninsured and in so doing provide them
with coverage allowing them to access healthcare.

AFRICA AND WORLDWIDE MEDICAL
ASSISTANCE SERVICE (AFRICA ASSIST)

On 27 May 2019, the Company obtained approval to subscribe
for a 60% interest in Africa Assist through its wholly owned
subsidiary RH Financial Services Proprietary Limited for a total cash
consideration of R3 million.
Africa Assist is a dedicated medical specialist call centre with
a niche market in the transportation and case management of
patients to hospitals in South Africa and internationally, which
operates 24/7, 365 days a week.

Deal Rationale
Africa Assist forms part of the Group’s strategy to attract people
to our hospitals from the farthest-flung reaches of Africa and thus
assist in managing the cost of patient stays in an efficient and costeffective way.

